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I N T R O n U C T I O N 
The main objective of the present study is to correlate prehistorie artefacts with a possible geological 
source. Petrologically artefacts are rock fragments and before discussing their origin, two important 
aspects should be mentioned. Firstly the term "source" or "origin" may be interpreted difierently by 
geologists and by prehistorians. Secondly the prehistorie artefacts investigated are in fact always selected 
samples. 
What may have happened to rock material of archeological importance betwcen its geological 
formation and the moment that certain parts are found as artefacts? 
Prehistorie artefacts are generally made of carefully selected rock types, which are exceptional varieties 
of igneous, metamorphic or sedimcntary rocks. The commonly selected rock types may have been 
quarried at the sites vvhere they werc originally formed by the rock-forming processes in the earth's crust 
(referred to as geologically primary sources; fig. 37) or may have been found as boulders or pebbles 
transported by exogenous geological processes, such as flowing water or ice, (far) away from the original 
place of formation. These rock fragments (boulders, cobbles, pebbles) in sediments (referred to as 
secondary sources) ofTered prehistorie man a natural choice of hard and tough materials that appeared to 
be very resistant to weathering and wearing by erosion and transport. 
With the exception of the finds in prehistorie quarries the selected samples may have been transported 
by man ("trade") over considerable distances. It is also possible that the material passed through more 
than one prehistorie site before it reaehed its ultimate owner, i.e. the place where it was ultimately found. 
From the above it is obvious that the "source" of the investigated artefacts is often highly speculative. 
Most artefacts from the sites investigated are made of chert, quartzitic rock, basalt and amphibolite. 
Chert, quartzite and quartz arenite or "sandstone" occur in almost all European countries as primary 
and/or as constituents in secondary deposits (sedimentary deposits). Primary basaltic and especially 
ampliibolitic rocks occur geologically in more restricted areas (see later). The rock components of 
sedimentary deposits were transported by glacial ice (Pleistocene) and/or rivers in different directions. 
Glacial deposits in the northern part of Central Europe are northern in origin (Scandinavia; enclosures 6 
and 7) and include all the above-mentioned rock types. 
* National Museum of Geology and Mineralog\', Leiden, The Nethcrlands. 
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Fig. 37. Complications in the search for "the source" of prehistorie artefacts. 
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It appears, however, that the artefacts found in the prehistorie sites mentioned in this article are Central 
European in origin as vvill be discussed in later paragraphs. 
AVAILABLE PREHISTORIC ARTEFACTS 
HIEXHEIM 
All the adzes, adze fragments, rough-outs and waste material excavated at the Hienheim prehistorie site 
and classified as belonging to the Linearbandkeramik culture (LBK) were made from amphibolitic rocks. 
Adzes of basaltie rock or black siliceous shaly rock were not encountered, although some of the known 
outerops of basaltie rock lie only 115 km NNE of Hienheim (encl. 7; Strunz 1975). The quern fragments 
consist of unmetamorphosed quartz arenites and quartzite. 
ELSLOO, SITTARD AND STEIN 
In contrast to the Hienheim prehistorie site, the implcments found at the LBK sites in the southeastern 
part of the Netherlands were made not only from amphibolitic rock but also from basaltie and siliciclastic 
roeks, i.e. (meta)quartzites and black siliceous shales including lydite. 
Fragments of querns and grinding-stones consist of unmetamorphosed quartz arenites and quartzites. 
PETROLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
The available prehistorie artefacts were investigated with the aid of a lovv-magnifying binocular 
microscope; only a few thin sections were cut for furthcr analysis. 
When possible the thin sections from amphibolites were made by cutting the rock fragments per-
pendicular or oblique to the foliation plane (lineation), an important prerequisite when such roeks are 
compared in any detail. 
All the relevant Information concerning the amphibolitic and basaltie artefacts was grouped according 
to the properties of the constituent minerals, the rock structures and other properties; see tables 22 and 23 
(enclosures 8 and 9). A selection of photo(micro) graphs of surface textures and internal features have been 
added as important sources of Information for correlation. 
To obtain conelusive evidence of the eorrelations, more extensive methods (mainly geochemical) seem 
inevitablc for future investigations. Tracé element analysis and pattern reeognition (de Bruin et al. 1972) 
might possibly be applied successfuUy for correlation of basaltie and amphibolitic material. A serieus 
objection to most investigations is that the methods are generally destruetive, although it is always possible 
to limit the "damage". 
Finally it must be emphasized that a broad reference collection of archeologieally "proper" souree 
rocks is of primary importance for any eflective correlation. 
The investigations carried out for this study included only the more conventional methods; moreover 
the relevant proper reference collections are still small. The conclusions made here must to a certain extent 
be regarded as preliminary. , • ' • 
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A M l ' H I B O L I T E S FROM CENTRAL EUROPEAN S O U R C E S 
Amphibohtes are dark-coloured metamorphic rocks generally displaying a schistose structure, i.e. parallel 
orientation of the dark mincrals (amphiboles, biotites). 
Calcarcous sediments and basic rocks of plutonic origin, likc gabbros, or of volcanic origin, like basic 
tufTs, basalts, etc. and basic dikes or dolerites, may change progressively (metamorphism) into amphi-
bolitcs due to increasing pressure and temperature. It is also possiblc that the amphibolitcs are the result of 
a rctrogressive metamorphism of rocks of a higher metamorphic grade (granulites, eclogitcs). 
Metamorphic proccsscs occur on a regional scale in crustal areas of mountain-building. The ultimate 
metamorphic product may bc isochemical vvith respect to the parcnt rocks. but it is also possiblc that the 
chcmical composition has changed (mctasomatism). It should bc stressed that the above-mentioned 
genetic aspccts of the metamorphic rocks, e.g. amphibolitcs, play an important role in the evaluation of 
the geological .source and history of the material investigated. 
As amphibolitcs may occur in all metamorphic terrains, the level of crustal erosion will dctermine 
whethcr amphibolitcs are encountered or not. Both the Alps and the Carpathians are part of a geologically 
young mountain range (Alpine Orogen); the originally deeper parts now cropping out on the Earth's 
surface often contain amphibolitic rock. But nearer to the prehistorie sites of the present study the 
remnants of an older mountain range erop out, i.e. the Variscan or Hcrcynian Orogen of Central Europe 
(encl. 6). .Xmphibolites from the Variscan have also been found in many localities and, as can be seen from 
the map, they occur most frequently in the southeast and are ab.scnt in the northwest. 
THE VARISCAN O R O G E N IN CENTRAL E U R O P E 
This old mountain range can be divided geotectonically into scveral zones (Lotze 1971); parts of these 
zones erop out and are known to us under regional names. They are indicated on the map (encl. 6). 
To the northwest the Rhcnohercynian Zone includes the Ardennes-Rhine Massif the Hunsrück-
Taunus Massif and the Harz. Deformation structures trend NE-SVV and only the southcastcrn rims of the 
Hunsrück, Taunus and Harz display a low-grade metamorphism. 
.•\dJacent to the former zone is the Saxothüringen zone which contains crystalline basement rocks of low 
to medium-grade metamorphism with NE-SW structures. The Vosges, Black Forest, Odenwald, Spessart 
and the northwestern part of the Bohemian Massif belong to this zone while the Sudeten Range and 
Silesicum can be explained as a NW-SE trending continuation (Vejnar 1971). The Münchberger Mass 
and the Granulitgebirge are basement cores of a higher metamorphic grade. Farthcr to the southeast the 
Moldanubian Zone, structurally hctcrogeneous, consists of basement units with dilferent orogcnic and 
metamorphic histories. To the west the Oberpfalz Forest, Bavarian Forest and Bohemian Forest have 
NVV-SE structures and show a medium to high-grade metamorphism. 
From the above it is apparent that the deepcst parts of the Variscan are exposed in the southeastern part 
of the range. Age determinations and structural-pctrological data indicate that parts of the basement are 
polymetamorphic, i.e. underwent earlier (Prc-Variscan) phases of deformation and metamorphism 
(Vejnar 1971; Stettner 1975). 
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BASALTIC ROCKS IN CENTRAL EUROPE 
The volcanic rocks of Central Europe, which grade from acid to (ultra) basic types, wereextruded roughlv 
during two main periods of volcanic activity. 
The older volcanic activity was connected with the Variscan Orogeny. It started with initial magmatism 
(basic rocks) in zones of geosynclinal sedimentation lasting from the Lower Devonian to the Lower 
Carboniferous - e.g. in Sauerland, Harz, Schiefergebirge, Vosges, Thüringen, etc. - and continued 
mainly in the Permian with magmatism as a rcsult of block movcment in the alrcady rigid Variscan 
Orogen (Knctsch 1963); locally thiscaused large-scale extrusionsofquartz porphyries, basalts, e t c , e.g. in 
the Saar-Nahe area. 
The younger period of volcanic activity, lasting from the Upper Cretaceous to the Quaternary, is again 
closely connected with large-scale crustal dislocations in a zone west and north of the Alpine Orogen. The 
een tres of volcanism were restricted mainly to areas near or within graben(-like) structures, e.g. the 
French Central Massif, the Rhine Graben and Hcssian Depression, and the Northwestern Bohemian 
Massif (encl. 7). These volcanic rocks can bc found not only as extrusions near the graben but also at the 
junctions of cross-cutting fault systems. The main Central European Tertiary volcanic districts are the 
Hocheifel - Nordeifel - Siebengebirge area, Vogelsberg, Westerwald, Rhön - Lower Hessen area, 
Kaiserstuhl, Doupovké Hory, Ceské Stfedohori and the Lausitz-Silesian area. Volcanism in the Laacher 
See area and the Western Eifel is of Quaternary origin. 
Petrologically the European neovolcanic rocks are alkaline rocks whercby alkali olivine basalts form 
the major rock type. They occur in specific a.ssociations, e.g. olivine basalt - tephrite - phonolitc, which 
are reprcsentative of relatively stable crustal areas with major faulting (Wimmenauer 1972, 1974). Many 
basalts were intruded (sub-volcanic) as dikes and dike swarms, while basaltic volcanic plugs as well as 
basaitic lavas and tuffs also occur. 
HIENHEIM 
AMPHIBOLITIC MATERIAL 
A total of sixty-six amphibolite samples, sixty of which were classified as LBK, was available for 
examination. Thin sections were made from twenty fragments. 
Description of the samples 
On the basis of grain size, structure, polish and eolour of the patina, ' this population has been tentatively 
subdivided into two main groups of 21 (including 7 thin sections) and 45 (including 13 thin sections) 
specimens, respectively. 
Macroscopically the members of the first group are very fine grained with thin and often irregular 
layering. Leucocratic more coarser grained layers and cross-cutting veinlets are common. Due to these 
propertics the artcfacts display a fine polish and a splintery fracture (fig. 38). On the basis of the colour of 
the patina a further subdivision was made. The impiements vary from light brownish green (Ia) and 
brownish green (Ib) to dark grey (Ie). 
' The U.SC of' surface polish and patina colour for the classification of artcfacts is hazardous due to differences in weathering 
conditions at dilTerent places and levcls of the site. 
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Group Hienheim I consists of the following samples: 
I a : 1140-2, 1140-3, 511, 344 t.s. 1,550, 183-1 t.s., 359* t.s. and 728 
I b: 1063-1, 699 t.s., 183-3, 183-2 and 265, 
721-1, 764-1 t.s. and 530* t.s. 
Ie: 726-1 and 1089, 
349, 380 and 266 t.s. 
A subdivision of the implements of the second group was bascd upon the grain size. They vary from very 
fmc grained (Ila), a slightly coarser grain (Ilb) to more coarser grained (l ic) . The individual differences 
in grain size of the mineral constituents may be pronounced, especially vvithin the more coarser grained 
samples. Individual minerals and mineral clusters may be visible vvith the naked eye (fig. 38). The 
implements of the second group also vary in colour from light green and brownish green to dark green. 
The surface polish is not as smooth as that seen in the first group. 
Group Hienheim II consists of the following samples: 
II a: 307-1, 545, 1083 t.s., 182-2 t.s., 715*, 737, 607, 720, 602, 292-1 t.s., 1063-3 and 593 
II b: 206* t.s., 526, 182-1, 729, 726-2, 929 t.s., 1062 t.s., 1063-2 t.s., 271, 764-2, 292-2, 489, 401, 
617 and 1082-2 
l i c : 307-3, 477, 412, 721-2 t.s., 476, 685* t.s., 701, 703, 
1140-1 t.s., 1082-1 t.s., 12, 325 and 307-2 
l i d : 718*t.s., 919t.s., 748, 343and921 
The samples of subgroup l id are rather irregular vvith respect to grain size, structure and colour. Sample 
748 is a rough-out that contains relatively large porphyrobl^tic hornblende clusters and brown 
hornblende is the main constituent of adze 343. 
Thin section anahsis 
The mineral composition and other petrographic properties of the amphibolites are listed in table 22 
(enclosure 8V .\ sharp demarcation betvveen the two implement groups with respect to mineral 
composition and properties is not present, although each group displays certain characteristics. 
The most important constituent in all the amphibolites is an almost colourless to light bluish-green 
hornblende. The almost colourless [actinolitic) hornblende is especially abundant in the amphibolites of the 
first group, while bluish-green hornblende is more abundant in the second group, especially in the more 
coarsely grained varieties. The textural pattern of the hornblende is highly characteristic. It may occur 
firstly as individual needies or sheafs oriented parallel to the foliation or (more often) at random, secondly 
as microcrystalline crystal aggregates with bushy outlines (fig. 42), and thirdly as an irregularly shaped 
coarser variety (fig. 43). 
Amphibolites rich in radial or sheaf-like hornblende clusters (fig. 44) are known in German literature as 
"Strahlsteinschiefer" (Bauberger et al. 1973). The larger crystals or sheafs are particularly well-developed 
when they occur together with recrystallized quartz and albite (fig. 45). Sometimes relatively larger 
hornblende porphyroblasts have developed (fig. 46). 
' t.s. = thin section 
* not LBK 
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The larger hornblende grains display a deeper blue-green colour. In a few cases traces of an older 
brownish hornblende are visiblc, 
After hornblende the main constitucnts are ore minerals, quartz and/or plagioclase (albite). A typical 
aspect of almost all the amphibolitic implements is the presence of numerous ore mineral grains or clusters. 
Ore minerals in Central European amphibolites were identified by Scholz (1968) as mainly ilmenite, with 
somc magnctite and pyrite, and by Stelcl et al. (1970) as arsenopyrite. Quartz is either fine grained or 
recrystallized. A polygonal or mosaic fabric of recrystallized quartz in layers or lenses is often characteris-
tic. 
Plaginclase (albite), seldom twinned, may also occur as smal] grains throughout the rock or concentrated 
with quartz in layers and lenses. An initial porphyroblastic recrystallization may bc observed. 
Epidote is generally present in variable amounts but seems more frequent in the first group. In addition 
to saussuritic masses relatively large crystals occur. Other constituents are biotite, chlorite, muscovite and 
titanite, the lattcr sometimes as numerous small rounded grains concentrated in quartz and feldspar. 
In thin .sections layering or foliation is gcnerally clearly visible and sometimes pronounced (fig. 47). The 
layering of some of the implements of the first group may reflect an original depositional layering (tuffs). 
Strings of ore minerals are oriented parallel to the layering. Small-scale faults with crenulation effects 
acted upon some of the amphibolites, before as well as after metamorphism. 
Possihle prnvenance of the amphibolites 
Most of the amphibolites from Hienheim are characterized by the low-grade mctamorphic mineral 
assemblage actinolitic hornblende i biotite ± chlorite ± epidote i plagioclase (albite) i quartz 
(greenschist facies). Relies of a higher grade of metamorphism have not been encountered. 
The coarse-grained varieties have reached higher stages of low-grade metamorphism with larger 
amphiboles (porphyroblasts) and a deeper blue-green colour. 
The sheaf or garven-like pattern of the amphibole needies, which is the cause of the toughness of the 
"Strahlsteinschiefer" amphibolites, indicates that the originally mafic rocks crystallized under relatively 
low pressure and high temperature metamorphic conditions. Stress-fabrics were rarely encountered and 
after metamorphism no penetrative deformation affected the amphibolites. 
riie presence of a well-developed thin "sedimentary" layering, sometimes weakly folded, in com-
bination with a large quantity of ore minerals might indicate that these rocks were originally mafic 
volcanic rocks (Bauberger et al. 1973). 
Three geological possibilities may be mentioned with regard to the source of the amphibolitic artefacts: 
firstly the quaternary glacial deposits dcrived mainly from Scandinavian (primary) .sources, secondly the 
Alpine Orogen (Alps and Carpathians; Stelcl et al. 1970) and thirdly the Variscan basement of Central 
Europe. 
Hermann & Schüller (I95I) in a study of artefacts from Southern Saxonian prehistorie sites found that 
only in exceptional cases were implements made from northern erratics. No artefacts of amphibolitic 
composition were described and according to Scholz (1968) this rock type is a rare constituent of the 
glaciogenic depKJsits. 
On the basis of the geological and (scarce) petro-archeological literature it is most likely that the source 
of most of the amphibolitic artefacts from Central European prehistorie sites is Variscan. The same applies 
for Hienheim, and a choice of sources seems to be nearby. 
In the first place the western margin of the Moldanubian zone should be considered. Here medium to 
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high-gradc polymetamorphic rocks erop out that imdervvent Late-Precambrian to Variscan phases of 
deformation and metamorphism. Rather small amphibolites and other metabasites (serpentinites, 
marbles, hmc-silicate rocks) occur scattered throughout the Bavarian and Regensburger Forst (Troll & 
Bauberger 1968; Troll 1975; Stettner 1975). The main mafic constituent of the amphibolites is often 
brown hornblende, e.g. Steinbügel near Wörth 50 km ENE of Hienheim. The majority of the amphi-
bolites, however, are metagabbros. All the amphibolites contain blue-green hornblende as a rim around 
brown hornblende and/or pyroxene or replacing these minerals completely. In some metagabbros a blue-
green hornblende rim encloses a lighter blue-green or colourless hornblende, both secondary to pyroxene. 
The blue-green hornblendes are Variscan and the corresponding metamorphism has been described as a 
low-pressure and high- temperature ("Abukuma") type of metamorphism (Vejnar 1971). The presence 
of brown hornblende, however, might possibly be connected with progressively higher grade elements of 
the same facies series (Schreyer & Blümel 1974). 
Twenty-one amphibolite outcrops were sampled in the Western Moldanubicum but no amphibolitic 
rocks similar to the majority of the Hienheim artefacts were encountered. Only in one case does a Western 
Moldanubian provenance seem evident, that is the brown hornblendc-bearing amphibolite 343. 
Metagabbros which erop out near the prehistorie sites of Knöbling and Thierling (Regensburger 
Forest) are weakly amphibolitized. In rock fracturcs in particular blue-green hornblende is present, 
sometimes as rosettes (fig. 48). Bauberger et al. 1973, who investigated similar rocks in that area, suggested 
that more markedly deformed parts of the metagabbro might have been the source of some of the 
implements excavated nearby. 
East of the Oberpfalz, and continuing into Czechoslovakia, a large partly amphibolitized gabbroic 
intrusion crops out (Schreyer & Blümel 1974) and within the Oberpfalz farther to the northwest, the more 
common amphibolites and serpentinites occur together with eclogite-amphibolites and garnet amphi-
bolites indieating high-grade metamorphic conditions (high-pressure "Barrovian" type) prior to 
Variscan metamorphism (Stettner 1975). Serpentinites and amphibolites are often elosely related 
(Khnkhammcr & Rost 1975). 
Contact metamorphism in the serpentinites due to Variscan intrusion of granite resulted in the growth 
of amphibole rosettes and occasionally narrow (20-30 cm) tremolite "Strahlstein" layers. 
The northwestern to northern peripheral zone of the Bohemian Massif, i.e. the Saxothüringicum, 
consisting of Precambrian and Lower Palaeozoic rocks, is a second, possibly more promising area to be 
considered as the provenance of the artefacts. The rocks in this area are generally characterized by a low-
grade (epizonal) metamorphism, in which progressive and retrogressive metamorphism is evident 
(Mielke & Schreyer 1969; Stettner 1974). Geoteetonically aberrant complexes are the Münchbcrger 
Mass ca. 150 km north of Hienheim, and the Granulitgebirgc farther to the northeast. Thcy contain high-
grade metamorphic rocks such as eclogites and granulites. Among the mafie Palacozoic rocks of the 
Münchberger Mass lower-grade epidote-albite amphibolites and chlorite amphibolites occur. 
Locally the Late-Precambrian basement rocks of the Fichtelgebirge include mafic (sub)volcamc rocks. 
Their mineral assemblage is characterized by chlorite + actinolite + epidote + albite + biotite. In 
places a subsequent contact metamorphism, due to the intrusion of Variscan granites, affected the 
basement rocks. A shcaf-like rccrystallization of hornblende or the growth of large porphyroblasts has 
been observed in some amphibolites (Dimroth 1960). 
Amphibolites have al.so been reported from the Thüringen Forest and Thüringen Schiefergebirge, the 
Erzgebirge and the Sachsische Zwischengebirge (Pietzsch 1962). Recently Scholz suggested sources in 
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Thüringen and Münchberg for some of the Hienheim implements (Scholz, written comm.). With respect 
to the amphibolitic artefacts found in Southern Saxonian prehistorie sites, Herrmann & Schüller (1951) 
favour the nearby Frankenberg-Hainichener Zwischengebirge (250 km NNE of Hienheim) as the source 
area. In this area amphibole-epidote schists (greenschist facies) occur which are regarded as retrogressive 
products due to strong mylonitization. These rocks, also called prasinites, are fine grained and eithcr 
massive or schistose. 
The metamorphic mineral assemblage comprises hornblende, chlorite, epidote, albite, quartz, titanite 
and calcite. 
Along the northeastern margin of the Bohemian Massif (Sudetic zone) a few amphibolite-bearing areas 
have been indicated as potential provenances of artefacts. In a study of Neolithic amphibolitic implements 
found in Central Czechoslovakia, Stelcl et al, (1970) have suggested the Rychlebské Hills and Hruby 
Jesenik Mountains as possible source areas. Frechen has often referred to the Sobótka (Zobten) area in 
Southwestern Poland as the provenance of amphibolitic artefacts (Frechen 1965; Frechen, written 
comm.). A series of reference samples from Mount Kósciusko (Zobten area), which was kindly placed at 
our disposal by Dr. A. Majerowicz, was investigated. These rocks are amphibolites with varying grain 
sizes; deep blue-green homblende pophyroblasts forming well-crystallized sheafs (fig. 49), porphyroblastic 
plagioclase and dispersed ore minerals are the main constituents with some biotite and very little 
secondary epidote, chlorite and titanite. In spite of the sheaf-like pattern of the hornblende, these rocks do 
not resemble the typical Strahlsteinschiefer amphibolites. 
Five thin sections made from amphibolites belonging to the University of Bonn could be examincd 
through the kindness of Prof Dr. J . Frechen. The geological source was identified as the Zobten area 
although the exact localities are unknown. Two samples were typical finely banded Strahlsteinschiefer 
amphibolites and one a nephritic rock (no. 220); the other two were metagabbros (no 215). The 
amphibolites from the Sobótka (Zobten) area are partly surrounded by gabbros and serpentinites which 
contain a few small nephrite outcrops (Geschwendt 1976). The.se nephrite deposits may possibly have a 
Variscan origin similar to that of the tremolite bands in the Oberpfalz serpentinites (Klinkhammer & 
Rost 1975). Nephrite has also been found in serpentinites close to the Czechoslovakian border 
(Rychlebské Hory or Reichensteiner Hills). 
Though not enough reference material is available to establish the source of the Hienheim artefacts, one 
is inclined to conclude that the Fichtelgebirge, Thüringen and the Frankenwalder Zwischengebirge are 
the most probable areas of provenance and possibly but less likely, the Oberpfalz Forest as well as 
Southwestern Poland (Sobótka). . ^ > 
SILICICLASTIC MATERIAL 
description of the samples 
Fragments of eight querns and grinding-stones excavated at Hienheim were investigated in more detail. 
From seven samples a thin section was made. The majority of the artefacts were made from yellowish to 
light brownish-yellow quartz arenites that owe their colour to the matrix. The samples are listed in order 
of increasing grain size: 489 t.s. (medium grain size ca. 0.3 mm), 317 t.s., 414 t.s., 613 t.s. (ca. 0.5 mm), 
307, 593 t.s. and 300 t.s. One sample (227 t.s.) is a very different greyish-white banded quartzite with a 
violet hue. '• • • •.'"•: 
The properties which appear to difTer among the various sedimentary rock samples are the grain size. 
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grain shape and roundness of the grains as well as sorting, matrix content, packing, porosity and mineral 
constituents. They will be discussed in the next paragraph because only some of these properties can be 
determined macroscopically or with the aid of a binocular microscope. 
Thin seclion analysis 
Those mineral constituents which can be discerned are almost all quartz grains, sometimes with accessory 
micas, ore minerals, tourmaline and zircon. The quartz arenites are weakly porous and loosely packed; 
the grains are embedded in a very fmely grained to cryptocrystalline (dark)greyish or brownish matrix. 
Interstitial flow structures are characteristic (fig. 50). 
Roundness and sorting of the particles vary from sample to sample. Artefacts 489, 317, 414 and 613 
represent sediments with good to moderate sorting; the roundness of the grains varies from sub-angular to 
angular (fig. 50); the matrix is dark greyish. Samples 300 and 593, poorly sorted sediments with a high 
matrix content, also include large grains up to 2 mm across. The larger grains are well-rounded to 
rounded, while the smaller grains become increasingly angular with decreasing grain size. The brownish 
matrix contains a large quantity of very fmely grained quartz (fig. 51). 
The quartz particles are monocrystalline or polycrystalline; extinction under crossed nicols is variably 
inidiilose. Some of the polycrystalline grains clearly derive from metamorphic rocks (fig. 52). 
Sa?nple 227 is a weakly porous (here due to disintegration of certain mineral constituents) quartzite, the 
undulose particles being closely packed. Where the originally well-rounded grains are in contact, the 
effects of recrystallization are clearly visible (fig. 53). The resulting fabric is weakly polygonal (mosaic). 
Parts of the diagenetically recrystallized microcrystalline matrix are still present. 
Possihle provenance 
When the rock types of the quern and grinding-stone fragments are compared with similar rocks cropping 
out in the area, a striking resemblance is found with the silicified Schutzfels-Schichten (Schmidt-Kaler 
1968). These fluviatile kaoline-bearing quartz sands are of Lower Cretaceous origin, the material derives 
from the Variscan mountain range in the northeast. This deposit is only locally silicified into a compact 
"quartzitic sandstone", e.g. near Bad Gögging and Sandharlanden, ca. 5 km southeast of Hienheim, 
and Hagenhill, ca. 7 km to the northwest. 
Samples (from C.C. Bakels) of these outcrops were investigated (11 thin sections). Like the artefacts 
they are quite similar in general appearance but being variable in detail (grain size and shape, matrix, 
sorting and roundness). The reference material also shows interstitial flow structures in the matrix, 
moreover the accessory mineral spectra of the artefacts and the reference collection show a close 
resemblance. 
The Hienheim artefacts 489, 317 and 414 in particular turned out to be very similar to the reference 
samples from Bad Gögging and toa lesserextent Sandharlanden. Artefact 613 is almost identical tooneof 
the Bad Gögging samples, both also have typical lenses of more markedly silicified quartz arenite (fig. 39). 
The provenance of artefacts 593 and 300 is less certain, although they are still typical of Schutzfels. 
Possibly the source may have been just northwest of Sandharlanden or near Hagenhill, but the lattcr 
deposit is more porous and the intcrmediate-size grains show better rounding. 
The source of artefact 227 has not been found and a former constituent of nearby Tertiary or 
Quarternary deposits is unlikely. 
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ELSLOO, SITTARD AND STEIN 
AMPHIBOLITIC MATERIAL 
Forty-three amphiboHtic samples consisting of adzes, adze fragments and rough-outs from Elsloo, Sittard 
and Stein were investigated macroscopically. Only a few fragments from Elsloo (4) and Stein (4) were 
available for thin sections. They represent only some of the wide range of variations mentioned in the text 
below. 
Description of the samples 
The individual amphiboHtic adzes differ in the first place as a result of their structure and grain size (fig 
40). Differences in the colour of the patina may be pronounced, but this is also due to the degree of 
weathcring. The relatively fresh implements display a typical dark olive-green colour, the strongly 
weathered samples are light grccnish-grey. 
Differences in structure are more pronounced in comparison with the somevvhat doubtful signilicance of 
the colour so that the amphibolites were divided macroscopically into six structurally different groups. On 
the basis of the grain size a further subdivision was made. The groups are composed of the fbllowing 
samples, listed in order of increasing grain size: 
I 
II 




Si* 163, E* 153, St* 115-1 t.s., E 444 t.s., E 334-1 t.s., Si 98, St 115-2 and E 200 
St 157, Si 105-1, Si 26, Si 305 ( = ) Si 307, St 233, Si 198, E 116, E 111 t.s. and E 154 t.s. 
E 482, Si 64, Si 106, E 388-1, St 52, St 163 t.s., 
E 325, St 48 t.s.. Si 105-2, E 452, St 168 t.s., E 337, Si 141 and E 330 
E56 , Si 127, Si97, St220, E214, E210, Si 105-3. s 
E 129 and E 454 . . 
E 388-2, E 422 and Si 188 '. ' 
The structural criteria used as the basis for this tentative division are a weakly oriented fabric (I) to a more 
gneissic structure (II and I I I ) , a weak to pronounced layering (III , IV and V) and a weak to pronounced 
porphyroblastic fabric of relatively larger hornblende and feldspar grains or clusters (II and I I I ) . The 
members of the sixth group are more or less exceptional amphibolites (fig. 40). It should be mentioned that 
amphibolites resembling the implements of the first Hienheim group were not encountered at the Dutch 
sites. 
Thin section analysis 
The mineral composition and pctrographic properties of the amphibolites are listed in table 22 (enclosure 
8). 
Main constituents are blue -^^reen hornblende, quartz, feldspar and ore minerals. Biotite, chlorite and epidote 
occur in variable amounts. 
Amphibolites with almost colourless hornblende have not been encountered. Traces oïbrown hornblende 
may be enclosed in bluish-green hornblende (fig. 54). The textural pattern of hornblende varies between 
fine-grained clusters with bushy outlines and radial or sheaf-like crystal aggregates (figs. 55 and 57) to 
* E =̂  Elsloo, Si ^ Sittard and St — Stein. 
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coarser varieties (fig. 56). A less pronounced "Strahlsteinschiefer" pattern is visible in the fme-grained 
amphibolites. A layering is often pronounced (fig. 59). 
Hornblende and also biotite and plagioclase may have developed into porphyroblastic crystals. The 
orientatioii of the porphvroblasts is generally at random with respect to the foliation planc (figs. 58 
and 59). 
Qiiartz occurs generally as polygonal aggregates, sometimes together with plagioclase. 
Possible provenance of the amphibolites 
Macroscopically as well as in the thin sections, one may observe some important differences bctween the 
Southern Limburg amphibolitic artefacts and those from Hienheim. The very fine grained thinly layered 
Strahlsteinschiefer amphibolites with irregular cross-cutting veinlets are absent at the Dutch sites. Instead 
one may encounter porphyroblastic amphibolites which show better crystallization and sometimes well-
defmed layers (fig. 40). 
To decide upon the provenance of these implements is, compared with Hienheim, a more difFicult task. 
No amphibolitic rocks occur within a distance of at least 200 km from the Southern Limburg sites. Van 
Straaten reports (1946) that only very few and small amphibolite pebbles were encountered in the gravels 
of the Maas River. 
Scholz (written comm.) suggests that some of the Limburg material possibly derives from sources in the 
Thüringen Forcst. Frechen investigated amphibolitic implements from Müddershelm (ca. 65 km 
southeast of Sittard) and concluded that a Sobótka (Zobten) provenance was in his opinion most likely 
(Frechen 1965). Later he also suggested the same provenance for amphibolitic artefacts from Elsloo and 
Stein (Frechen, pers. comm.). 
From a geological point of view, in addition to sources along the periphery of the Bohemian Massif, 
other areas must also be taken into consideration. In the first place the narrow southern strip of the Taunus 
range and a similar strip in the southeastern part of the Harz, both belonging to the Rhenohercynian zone, 
should be mentioned. Here very low-grade greenschist facies metavolcanics occur. The basic greenschists 
of the Southern Taunus may contain the mineral assemblage quartz + albite + actinolite 
+ chlorite f sericite i- epidote (Anderle & Meisl 1974); the massive varieties may have been 
suitable for the production of implements. Low-grade amphibolitic rocks also occur in the Southern 
Harz; they were quarried in Prehistorie times (Scholz, written comm.). Furthermore nephrite fels and 
fibrous nephrite, which most probably were used by early man, appear as secondary lenses and veins in 
close connection with ultramafic harzburgites in the Oberharz (Kluge 1967). 
Amphibolites, hornblende gneisses and related rocks are also known to occur in the crystalline 
basements of the Spessart and the Odenwald. In the Spessart they are found either as scattered relatively 
small intercalations vvithin the mctamorphic basement or conccntrated in largcr numbers or as larger 
masses in the northern and southern parts of the complex. 
The majority of the amphibolites of the Spessart are of magmatic origin, mafic metavolcanics as well as 
metagabbros, and consist of (garnet bearing) epidote amphibolites, amphibolite- facies metadolerites 
(with relies of an ophitic fabric), blastomylonitic amphibolites, chlorite amphibolites (metagabbros) and 
chlorite-hornblcnde felses (retrograded peridotites). The mctamorphic mineral assemblage of the meta-
basites consists of blue-green hornblende + plagioclase (20-50% An) ^ quartz ± epidote ± pyroxene ± 
garnet (Matthes & Okrusch 1974). 
At the northwestern edge of the complex the most compact parts of a relatively large amphibolite lens 
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were samplcd for reference purposes. The main constituents of this amphibolite are a well-crystallized 
blue-green hornblende showing predominantly parallel orientation and metablastic plagioclasc, contain-
ing many small inclusions; the lattèr often show parallel orientation (Si), but are inclined with respect to 
the general foliation (Se) of the rock (fig. 60). Other constituents of the amphibolite are zoisite, epidote, 
biotite, titanite, rutile and some ore minerals. The inclusions are mainly small grains of blue-green 
hornblende and quartz droplets as well as some garnet, epidote, zoisite, titanite and rutile. This 
amphibolite does not resemble any of the (microscopically) investigated implements from Southern 
Limburg. 
In the Odenwald the metamorphic basement rocks, Precambrian or Lower Palaeozoic, include am-
phibolites, mainly of (sub)volcanic origin, which are generally concentratcd in SW-NE trending zones. 
The temperature-pressure conditions during the main Variscan metamorphism in the Spessart and the 
Odenwald are very similar. Metamorphism in the Odenwald also took place under amphibolite facies 
conditions and the metamorphic mineral assemblage of the amphibolites consists of blue-green hornblende 
+ plagioclase (25-55°'o An) + biotite ± pyroxenc ^ epidote + quartz (Okrusch et al. 1975). Garnet-
bearing amphibolites are restrictcd to the northeastern part of the region. Effccts of contact metamor-
phism and Latc-Variscan retrogradation are present. 
From the above it is clcar that the majority of the amphibolites in the Spessart and the Odenwald were 
not suitable for the production of implements. 
Finally the Vosges and Black Forest may be taken into consideration. Geologically both areas belong to 
one complex, divided in the N-S direction by the Rhine graben. In both areas, however, amphibolites are 
comparatively scarce. There are at present no indications that the Limburg implements came from these 
source areas. , 
BASALTIC MATERIAL 
The adzes and adze fragments of the second largest group were made from basaltic rock. Twenty-seven 
samples were availablc for investigation, 14 from Elsloo (11 thin sections), 6 from Sittard and 7 from Stein 
(5 thin sections). 
Descriplion of the samples 
Macroscopically and with the aid of a binocular microscope, the basaltic adzes were subdivided according 
to structure and grain size. The term structure is used here for the porphyritic habit of the basalts as well as 
the presence of parallel orientation of the mineral constituents due to flovv. Three larger groups, a few 
smaller ones and several additional individual types can be distinguished. For some groups the subdivision 
corresponds well with the colour of the patina. 
The largest group of basalt consists of samples Si 231, Si 199 ( ^ ) Si 354, St 239 t.s., E 185 t.s., Si 251, E 
481, E 127 and Si 66 in order of increasing grain size and/or porphyritic habit. These basalts are 
characterized by a strong porphyritic structure in which well-developed idiomorphic black pyroxenes, 
sometimes in clusters, are clearly visible together with a hypidiomorphic brownish olivine, always 
surrounded by a serpentine rim, and ovaloid relies of basaltic hornblende (fig. 41). There are relatively 
more pyroxene than olivine phcnocrysts. A parallel orientation resulting from flovv may be pronounced. 
The colour of the patina varies from light silvery-grey to brownish-grey. 
The second group includes in order of increasing grain size and porphyritic habit St 164-1 t.s., E 102 
t.s., E 366 t.s., E 63, E 608 t.s. and St 115-3 t.s. These basalts are fmer grained, especially the phenocrysts. 
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A flow structure is only visible with the aid of the microscope. The percentage of phenocrysts varies, and 
also the relative abundance of pyroxene with respect to olivine. The colour of the patina is more or less 
brownish grey (black spotted). 
The third large group consists of fme-grained basalts with a brownish-grey to greyish-brown colour. At 
first sight these rocks have a "sandstone-like" appearance. Phenocrysts are hardly visible. Only with the 
aid of a binocular microscope can one observe a predominance (sometimes marked) of olivine over 
pyroxene. Flow banding is occasionally visible. The samples in this group are St 129, E 354 t.s., St 164-2 
t.s., E 600-1 t.s., E 344 t.s.( = ) E 600-2 t.s. and Si 465. 
The ether basaltic adzes differ slightly to markedly from the three above-mentioned groups in grain 
size, structure and also colour. These samples are E 389 t.s., a very fmely grained basalt with relatively 
large phenocrysts, St 27, E 398 t.s., St 135 t.s. and E 334-2 t.s. '•' 
Thin section analysis ' ' :• 
The mineral composition and the petrographic properties of the basalts are listed in table 23 (enclosure 9). 
When comparing phenocrysts and groundmass of the basaltic adzes one observes that the differences in 
grain size are generally distinct, and only in a few of the basaltic adzes is the transition more gradual. 
The groundmass consists mainly of the same primary mineral constituenls as the phenocrysts, although 
the relative abundances may vary markedly, e.g. plagioclase. 
The main constitucnts of the basaltic adzes are (titano)magnetite, olivine, titanaugite, brown basaltic 
hornblende, biotite, plagioclase, leucite, nepheline, and some secondary minerals. 
(Titano)magnetite commonly displays a well-developed idiomorphism, both the larger crystals and the 
smaller ones in the groundmass. Size differences are generally gradual (fig. 61). 
Colourlcss olivine phenocrysts may be present as equidimensional crystals or as prisms. This mineral is 
partly to completely serpentinized (figs. 61 and 63). 
Titanaugite, pleochroic in violet and brown, often displays well-developed zoning and twinning. It 
may occur as individual crystals or in clusters, sometimes together with olivine and/or titanomagnetite 
(figs. 6 2 a n d 6 3 ) . 
Highly pleochroic brown basaltic hornblende occurs in a few adzes (E 185, St 239) as lenticular-shaped 
bodies that have changed partly or completely into plagioclase, augite, rhönite and titanomagnetite 
(Frechen 1965; fig. 64). 
Biotite only occurs in adze E 389 as rims around around olivine (fig. 66), 
Plagioclase is a main constituent in the groundmass of almost all the adzes. It occurs as small laths often 
in more of less parallel orientation, thus indicating magmatic flow (fig. 65). The small crystals are 
generally twinned. Only in a few cases are large phenocrysts of plagioclase present. Basalts rich in 
plagioclase are also known as plagioclase basalts (Frechen 1965). 
A few adzes seem to have nepheline as a minor constituent in the groundmass, but two adzes were found 
to be foid-rich, i.e. the basanites E 334-2 with nepheline together with plagioclase and E 389 with leucite 
and nepheline (fig. 66). 
Possible provenance of the basalts 
All the basaltic adzes investigated were made from olivine basalt; almost all contain variable amounts of 
titanomagnetite, olivine and titanaugite as main mafic constitucnts and plagioclase usually as the only, 
.sometimes abundant felsic constituent. Foid-rich basaltic rocks were encountcred in only two cases 
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(basanites), which possibly may suggest that these rocks were less attractive for use as adzes. The most 
suitable varieties secm to be the fme grained, moderately porphyritic, compact and plagioclase-rich 
basalts. 
From the map (enclosure 7) it appears that the source rocks are close at hand. Earlicr provenance 
determinations carried out by Frechen using some of the basaltic adzes from the sites in Southern Limburg 
indicated, in bis opinion, outcrops in the Siebengebirge and in one case the Western Eifel (Frechen, 
written comm.). It is obvious that the most probable source rocks for these basaltic implements are located 
in the Siebengebirge, Northern Eifel, High Eifel and Western Eifel areas, while the Laacher See and 
Westerwald areas cannot be excluded entirely. 
The presence of (partly altered) basaltic hornblende as a typical mineral constituent in the basalts of the 
first group is a strong indication that these adzes were quarried near Bad Godesbcrg on the western side 
of the Rhine (Lyngsberg, CaeciliënhöheV 
The adzes of the second and third groups and possibly also a few others probably all dcrive liom basaltic 
rocks from the Siebengebirge area (Oberkassel, Papelsberg, Dollendorf). They may have been quarried 
from the geologically primary rocks or found as boulders in the (older) Rhine terraces. Only very recently 
a basaltic boulder resembling the Lyngsberg material was encountered in a Rhine terrace about 12 km 
north of Sittard. 
Sample E 334-2, a basanite with nepheline, shows some resemblance to the Tomberg basanile, 17 km 
south west of Bad Godesberg. Foid-rich basaltic rocks are not as abundant in the Siebengebirge area as tlie 
more silica-saturated plagioclase-rich basalts. 
In one case an adze of rather aberrant macroscopical appearance turned out to be a biotite-bearing 
basanite rich in leucite and nepheline (E 389). It was recognized by Frechen as coming from Gossberg in 
the Western Eifel, northeast of Gerolstein. 
Among the implements from Southern Limburg was one artefact (E 218) made from a doleritic rock 
with a well-deveioped ophitic structure. Titanaugite, olivine and plagioclase are the main primary 
constituents and calcite and chlorite are secondary minerals. 
It is not unlikely that the original dolerite was found in the terrace deposits of the Maas River. Dolerites 
in these deposits originate from the Southern Ardennes (Waterlot & Beugnies 1973). 
SILICICLASTIC MATERIAL 
Description oj the samples 
The investigated siliciclastic artefacts from the LBK-sites Elsloo, Sittard and Stein consist of a group of 
sixteen adze fragmcnts, three quern fragments and several fragments of extensively weathered grinding-
stones. 
The majority of the adzes were made from weakly metamorphic compact quartzitic rocks, generally 
displaying a weak schistosity or layering. This group includes three greyish metaquartzites (E 685 t.s., E 
684 t.s. andSt 153 t.s.), s ixdarkgreyto almost black quartzitic phyUites (E 49 t.s., E 71 t.s., E 677, St 167, E 
644 t.s. and E 492 t.s.), one black siliceous shale or lydite with a characteristic conchoidal fracture (E 75 
t.s.), two dark brown quartz arenites (E 61 and E 477 t.s.), a dark brown siliceous shale (Si L.V.) with an 
imperfect conchoidal fracture, a quartzitic schist (Si 75), a quartzitic greenschist (St LV) and a strongly 
weatiiered biotitc gneiss (Si 167). 
The three yellowish quern fragments (E 3 t.s., E 40 t.s. and E 57 t.s.) are slightly porous quartzites. The 
grinding-stone fragments are all quartz arenites which differ in colour and compaction. Three samples 
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vvere taken for thin sections. Some are reddish-brown duc to pronounced limonitization (samples E 11 and 
E 37); the otlu'is are brown to yellowish (samples E 70). 
Thin seition analvsis 
Microscopically the adzes differ from each other in the structure and the degree of metamorphic 
recrystallization, the sizes, shapes and relative amounts of the main constituents quartz, sericite, 
muscovite, biotite, chlorite, as well as the accessory minerals tourmaline, zircon, rutile and ore minerals, 
the picseiue and rclati\e amounts olrock particles and matrix, and the presence of a dispersed dark-
brown to black pigment. 
The six dark grcy-coloured implemenls ou e their colour to a pigment, dispersed ihroughout the rock 
but more intensively concentrated in finer-grained bands. The quartz particles (up to 0.1 mm) in the very 
finely grained matrix are angular. These weakly metamorphic (muscovite and chlorite) rocks were 
originally banded carbonaceous arenites with a high clay content (fig. 67). 
The Ibur lighter grey implements have a higher quartzite content. 
The recrystallized quartz particles of E 685 lie in close contact with one another and have irregular 
(lobate) rims (fig. 72). The matrix of E 685 forms brovvnish crypto-crystallinesiliceous patches. Samples E 
684 and St 153 are more schistose with muscovite and chlorite-bearing sinusoidal strings around the 
quartz particles. 
Samples E 492 and E 75 have in common that both rocks are heavily pigmented and very fine and even 
grained, but they differ in that E 75 is a non-metamorphic black silicedus shale (lydite) with lenses of 
crypto-crystalline quartz enclosing many small rutile crystals and E 492 is a dark-coloured chloritoid-
bearing [jhyllite (figs. 68 and 69). The prismatic chloritoid metablasts developcd prior to the latest 
deformation. 
The dark brown quartz arenites, E 61 and E 477, arelayered arenites with coarscrgrainsembeddedina 
silicilied matrix (fig. 70). They seem hardly affected by metamorphism. The majority of the particles 
(diam. 0.08-0.4 mm) are angular to sub-rounded quartz grains; in addition these rocks contain many rock 
fragments and newly formed ore minerals (pyrite crystals). Sample Si L.V. possibly represents a similar 
rock type with a finer average grain size. 
The greenish adze fragment, St LV, is a quartzitic schist, consisting of quartz with a variable grain size 
(up to 0.8 mm), well crystallized chlorite, muscovite and some albitc, and acce.ssory tourmaline and ore 
minerals (hg. 71). 
The inonocrystalline and polycrystalline c|iiartz constituents of the quartzitic to quartz arenitic querns 
are closely packed. The contacts are slightly indented and partly straight (mosaic) with only weak traces 
of recrystallization around the original grain boundaries. The average grain sizes vary between 0.2-0.5 
mm. 
The majority of the angular (E 37) to sub-rounded (E 70) quartz grains (average grain size 0.2 mm) of 
the grinding-stones is monocrystalline. Effects of diagenetic recrystallization are incipient and only visible 
when limonitization is weak. 
Possible provenance 
The Quaternary terrace deposits of the Maas River contain abundant rock material (boulders, cobbles, 
etc.) similar to the rock types that were used to make artefacts. Thus a local provenance for at least part of 
the material is probable and this seems lo apply espccially for the light-greyish (meta)quartzitic 
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implemcnts and the non-metamorphic qucrn fragments. 
To assume a local source for the dark grey to black coloured adzes, however, is more doubtful since these 
rocks are quite scarce in the terracc deposits (van Straaten 1946). Moreover, the few small lydite stones 
encountered in the deposits are devoid of the typical rutile crystal inclusions which were found in tlic lydite 
of adze E 75. In the opinion of van Straaten the lydites of the Maas River terraces derive from the 
Ardennes Massif 
Two specimens, E 71 and E 644 which bclong to the group of dark grey implements, were found to 
comparc quite favourably with a similar (rcfcrcnce) roek-type from Horion-Hozémont in Eastern 
Belgium, where in prehistorie timcs a workshop was located (Dradon 1967). Although of lightcr colour, 
sample E 49 may have the same provenance. 
The chloritoid-bearing phyllite (E 492) must have its primary source in the low-grade metamorphic 
cores in the Ardennes, south of Stavelot or between Rocroi and Bastogne, respectively (Waterlot & 
Beugnies 1973). 
With regard to the weakly metamorphic quartzitic schists and quartzites an exact geologically primary 
source is much more difficull to indicate. Grcyish to greenish quartzites and grey to dark grey quartzites 
are known from the lower Palaeozoic of the Ardennes (Waterlot & Beugnies 1973). 
The limonitized quartz arenites used for the grinding stones, are derived from locally cemented sands of 
the Maas River terrace deposits (P.W. Bosch, oral comm.). ': : 
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tig. 38. Macroscopicappcaranceollourampliiboluicadzcstrom Hicnheim: (a) irregularly bandcd and a tinc polish (H 1089), (b) a 
splintcry f'racturc (H 511), (c) a lincar fabric (H 307-3) and (d) an irrcgular foliation (H 919). ca 2.5 - . 
Fig. 39. (^ucrn fragment (H 613) and reference material (Bad Gögging) with light brownish coloured lenses. ca 2.5 X. 
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40e T*.'.., '^3^r^ .•j;v«;-.^*-..>'?'»i^--..• 4 1 
f"(̂ . 40. Macroscopic appearance of four amphibolitic adzes from Southern Limburg: (a) very fine-grained (E 444), (b) a linear 
fabric (E 116), (c) linear patches (E 452), (d) strongly layered (E 752) and (e) relatively coarse porphyroblastic plagioclase and 
hornblende (E 388-2). ca 2.5 x . 
Fig. 41. Characteristic surfacc texture of a basaltic adze from Southern Limburg (Si 66), possible provenance near Bad Godesberg. ca 
2.5x. 
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Fig. 42. Amphibolite with microcrystalhne bluish green hornblende aggregates with bushy outlines (Hienheim 1083), 40 X . 
Fig. 43. AmphilK)lite with relatively roarser blue green hornblende clusters (Hienheim 359). 40 X . 
Fig. 44. Very fine grained amphibolite uitii tvpical "Strahlsteinschief'er" habit (Hienheim 699). 40 X . 
Fig. 45. Necdies of bluisli green hornblende penetrating radially in a quartz vcinlct of an amphibohte (Hienheim 530). 50 X . 
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Fï^. •#6'. Porpliyroblastic hornblende in amphibolitc (Hienheiin 1140). 40X . ' . 
Fi.il. 47. Finclv lavcrcd amphibolitc (Hienhcim 183-1). 4 0 x . - . 
/'Vij. 48. Amphilx)liti/ation ofs^ahbro alonu^ Iraclurcs. Thicrlin^, Rct^ciisbur£;er Forcst. 4 0 x , 
Fig. 49. Shcaf-likc clusters ot'coarsc graincd hornblende orientcd at random in amphibolitc 1'rom Mount Kosciusko (Zobten area) , 
Southwestern Poland. 40 X . 
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Fig. 50. Moderately sorted, sub-angular quartz grains embedded in cryptocrystalhne dark matrix with interstitial llow structures 
(quartz arenite, Hienheim 317). 40 x . 
Fig. 51. Badlv sorted quartz arenite (Hienheim 300) with mierocrystallinc angular quartz particles in the matrix. Crossed nicols. 
40x . 
Fig. 52. PolycrystaUine quartz grains in quartz arenite dcrived from Variscan metamorphic rocks (Hienheim 613). Crossed nicols. 
4(Jx. 
Fig. 53. Diagenetic recrystallization of a quartzitc (Hienheim 227); the contours of the originally sub-rounded particles are 
still visible. Lower part crossed nicols. 40 X . 
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Fig. 54. Amphibolite from Elsloo (E 344-1) with traces of brown hornblende, encircled, within blue-green hornblendc. 40 X . 
Fig. 55. Ampliiliolite with hornblende clusters and sheafs (Elsloo 163). 40 x . 
Fig. .56". Relalivcly coarsely crystallized hornblendc and plagioclase porphyroblasts in amphibolite (Elsloo 111). 40 x . 
Fig. 57. Fine-graincd randomly oriented bluish green hornblende needies and sheafs in amphibolite (Stcin 168). 40 X . 
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Fig. 58. Amphibolite with relatively large blue green hornblende porphyroblasts (Stein 48). 40 X . 
Fig. 59. Layered amphibolite with relatively large biotite crystals assoriated with quartz; some biotites are oriented perpendicular 
with respect to the foliation (Elsloo 334-1) 40 x . 
Fig. 60. Reference amphibolite (Northwestern Spessart) with plagioclase porphyroblast containing inclusions (a.o. garnet). 
Internal orientation (Si) of inclusions is oblique with regard to external foliation (Sc), 40 X . 
Fig. 61. Olivine basalt with phenocrysts of titanomagnetite in variable sizes, olivine and titanaugite (Elsloo 608), 40 X . 
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F()j. ffi?. Olivine basalt with titanaugite cluster (Elsloo 600-1). 40 X . 
Fig. 63. Relatively large phenoerysts of olivine and titanaugite in olivine basalt (Stein 135). 40 X . 
Fig. 64. Olivine basalt with partly and completely altcred basaltic hornblende, titanaugite and olivine (Elsloo 239), 40 X . 
Fig. 65. Plagioclase basalt with olivine and numerous relative large plagioclase laths displaying a flow orientation (Elsloo 366), 40 x . 
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Fig. 66. Basanite, possible origin Western Eifel, with biotite-rimmed olivine phcnocrysts and within the groundmass nepheline 
and equidimensional leucite with a typical inclusion pattern (Elsloo 389), 40 x . 
Fig. 67. Weakly layered dark brown pigmented compact phyllite, possible origin Horizon Hozémont (Elsloo 644), 40 x . 
/""!?. 68. Typical lydite with microcrystallinc quartz clusters (Elsloo 75), 40 X . 
Fig. 69. Darkly pigmented cliloritoid-bearing phyllite (Elsloo 492). Chloritoid is encirclcd. 40 X . 
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Fii;. 70. Dark brown arenite with a high matrix content (Elsloo 477). Crossed nieols. 40 x . 
Fin. 7'- Muscovite, eblorite and albite hearing quartzitic "greenschist" (Stein LV). Crossed nieols. 40 x . 
Fi^. 72. F'ine-grained quartzite with irregular grain-boundaries (Elsloo 685). Crossed nieols. 40 X . 
Fig. 73. Quartz arenite grinding-stonc fragment with limonitic cement (Elsloo 37). Possible source: Maas River terrace. 40 x . 
A C K N O W L E D G M E N T S 
In w riting a book of this kind one inevitably needs the help of many colleagues, since it is impossible to 
write a study in paleoecology all alone. From the beginning I knew I had many questions which I was 
unable to answer myself, but I never imagined that the people whom I asked to answer them for me, would 
do so with so much enthousiasm. I am deeplv graleful to thcm. I cannot mention all, but would like to 
name the follovving: 
All my friends and coUcagues at the ".Mdenhovener Platte", Dr. C.E.S. Arps (Leiden), J.J. Assendorp 
(Leiden), Dr. F. Baas (Leiden), H. de Bakker (Wageningen), Dr. W. Bauberger (München), P.W. Bosch 
(Heerlen), Ir. M. de Bruin (Delft), Dr. A.T. Clason (Groningen), J.D.J. van Doesburg (Wageningen), 
M.G. Dradon (Flémalle-Haute), C. van Driel-Murray (Amsterdam), Ir. R.P.W. Duin (Delft), W.M. 
Felder (Heerlen), Prof. Dr. J . Frechen (Bonn), M.E.Th, de Grooth (Leiden), the members of the 
"Hcemkuiide X'ereniging Beek", Dr. C.R.Janssen (Utrecht), A.G. Jongmans (Wageningen), Dr. K.H. 
Knörzer (Neuss), Ir. P.J.M. Korthovcn (Delft), W.J. Kuijper (Leiden), Dr. A. Majcrowicz (WrocI'aw), 
Dr. A. Maxhofer (Ingolstadt), PJ .A . van Mensch (Leiden), Dr. W.G. Mook (Groningen), J . Muller 
(Leiden), Dr. C.J. Overweel (Leiden), Dr. L. van der Plas (Wageningen), Ir. J.N.B. Poelman 
(Wageningen), Dr. J . Schalich (Krefeld), Dr. H. Schmidt-Kaler (München), Dipl. Arch. Ing.geol. Ing. 
mont. G.F. Scholz (Schwarzenberg), J . Schuijf (Leiden), Dr. F.H. Schweingruber (Birmensdorf), Dr. Ir. 
S. Slager (Wageningen), P. van de Velde (Leiden), Dr. J.J. de Vries (Amsterdam, and last but certainly 
not least Ir. H.T.J. van de Wetering. 
The book itself owes much to the skill of the technical staff of the Institute of Prehistory at Leiden. In this 
kind of publication one is not supposed to thank thcm. All the same I will do so, because I only met with 
cheerful faces when C.M. Bommczijn (typescript), J .P . Boogerd (drawings), W^J. Kuijper (laboratorv 
work and drawings), W.H.J. Mcuzelaar (photographs) and G.R. Tak (drawings) had to prepare some-
thing for me. 
Three people 1 kcpt lo the last. Without the encouragements of Prof Dr. P.J.R. Modderman, Dr. G.J. 
\ 'erwcrs and l)i'. L.P. Loiiwc Kooijmans I would not have trit'd to write somcthing likc this at all. As a 
matter ol lact thcy suggestcd to me the combination of ecology and prehistory. I owe much to thcm. 
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Clitnatie diagrams of the weather stations at Sittard, Maastricht, Ingolstadt and Regensburg. The diagrams are 
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any essential difierence (Walter 1975, written Information). 
The substrale within a radius of 10 kms around the LBK settlements in Southern Limburg. Scale 1: 200000. 
The substrate within a radius of 10 kms aroimri Hirnheim. Scale 1: 200000. For the legend sec fig. 2. 
Contour map of the settlement area "Am Weinberg" near Hienheim. Scale 1:5000. Left: reconstruction of the 
original relief. Right; recent situation. 
Recent alder carr in the "Broekhuizerbroek", prov. Limburg, Netherlands (photo: E.E. van der Voo). 
Recent river-valley forest, the "Linschoterbos", prov. Utrecht, Netherlands (photo E.E. van der Voo). 
Recent hornbeam-forest, the "Savelsbos", prov. Limburg, Netherlands (photoJ .Th . ter Horst). 
Ciencralised distribution of LBK settlements within a 30 km distance of Sittard, Stein and Elsloo. Scale 1: 
400000. 
Generalised distribution of LBK settlements within a 30 km distance of Hienheim. Scale 1: 400000. 
Assemblages of carbonized seeds and fruits from LBK .settlements. 
Typical cherts. Scale 1:1. 
nos. 1 and 2: chert from the Gulpen Formation, flakes excavated at Elsloo. 
no 3: chert from the Jurassic, flake from a nodule, excavated at Hienheim. 
no 4: chert from the,Jurassic, core from a plate, excavated at Hienheim. 
106 Fig. 12. Adzes. Scale 1: 1. • 
nos 1 and 5: Elsloo 454 and 337, amphibolites. 
no 2: Hienheim 703, "homogeneous" amphibolite. 
no 3: Hienheim 1089, "fme inhomogeneous" amphibolite. 
no 4: Elsloo 75, lydite. 
no 6: Stein 129, basalt wilh small phenocry.sts. 
no 7: Sittard 66, ba.salt with relatively largc phenocrysts. 
114 Fig. 13. Qiiern-fragment from the LBK settlement at Elsloo. Scale 1: 2 Left: surface, worn down by grinding Right: 
reverse of the same fragment showing its provenance from a gravel bed. 
117 Fig. 14. Hematite from the LBK settlement at Elsloo. Scale 2:1. Left: oölithic type. Right: compact type. 
129 Fig. 15. Distribution of land.scape units within a radius of 10 kms around the LBK setdements. 1: loess plateau, 2: 
dissected loess landscape, 3: thin cover of sandy loess on gravel, 4: river-valley landscape, 5: eolian sand area, 6: 
limestone area, 7: Tertiary deposits, 8: sands and gravels of the higher Terrace. 
130 Fig. 16. Distribution ofthe LBK settlements in Southern Limburg. Scale 1: 75 000. Namescan befound in table3 . legend 
units: I: younger alluvial clays, mostly wet; 2: oldcr alluvial clays, wet; 3: older alluvial clays, dry; 4; sands, wet; 
5: sands, dry; 6: sandy loess, wet; 7: sandy loess, dry; 8: loessplateau; 9: vallcys and vallcy slopes { > 10%) within 
the loess landscape; 10; sands and gravels exposed in slopes. 
132 Fig. 17. Di.stribution ofthe LBK settlements near Hienheim. Scale 1:50000. 1: Hienheim "am Weinberg", 2: Hienheim-
Fuchsloch, 3: Irnsing-Schanze, 4: Irnsing-I. legend units: 1: younger alluvial loams; 2: loess; 3: eolluvial 
material; 4: sands; 5: gravels; 6: shallow, stony soils on sandstone; 7: fine sandy to silty loams on limestone; 8: 
shallow, stony soils on limestone. 
134 Fig. 18. Hienheim, contour map, scale 1: 25 000; section, horizontal scale 1: 8 000; vertical scale 1: 800; 1: loess; 2: 
colluvium. 
136 Fig. 19. Map of Soulhrrii Limburg showing the mean annual precipitation in mm, the distribution ofthe loess (white) 
and the water courses within the loess-covered areas. The dots indicate the position of Sittard, Stein and Elsloo, 
which represent the whole cluster of LBK settlements. Scale 1:200000. 
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P^S'" Fig. 20. Model iiir the location of the LBK settlements. Three ahernatives are given for the shape of'site territories (nos 1, 
141 2 and 3). 
154 Fig. 21. riie Heiligenstadter Moos: position, surroundings and section. The cross indicates the place ofsampling. Map, 
scale 1: 50000; section, horizontal scale 1: 20000 vertical scale 1; 400. 
166 Fig. 22. The S.VV.-part of the Donaumoosand its surroundings. Map, scale 1: 50 000; section, horizontal scale 1: 12 500, 
vertical scale 1: 250. 
Thickness: Breadth index for Triticum from the samples Hienheim 325, 414 and 764. 
Dimensions in mm for spikcletforks from Hienheim 325. A = breadth of the fork,B - breadth oftheglume base. 
small dot — one specimen, large dot = several specimens. 
Maximum diameter of Pisum sativum from Hienheim 414 and 701, N - 200. 
Sizes of carbonized peas found in LBK context. 
Contours of Solanum nigrum seeds from Hienheim 1180. scale unit 1 mm. 
Carbonized fruits and seeds from Hienheim; scale unit 1 mm. 1, 2 and 3: Pisum sativum 4: Lens culinaris 5: cf 
Trifolium sp. 6: Lathyrus tuberosus 7: Linum usitatissimum 8: Lapsana communis. 
Carbonized fruits and seeds from Hienheim; scale unit Imm 1: Bromus cf arvensis 2: Bromus tectorum/sterilis 3 
and 4: Bromus secalinus/mollis 5: Setaria viridis/verticillata 6: Echinochloa crus-galli. 
Carbonized fruits and seeds from Hienheim: scale unit 1 mm 1: Polygonum convolvulus 2: Polygonum 
convulvulus, damaged, true seed visible 3: Rumex sp. 4: Rumex acetosella 5: Galium spurium. 
Carbonized fruits and seeds from Hienheim; scale unit 1 mm 1: Silene cucubalus 2: Papaver dubium/rhocas 3: 
Chenopodium hybridum 4 and 6: Solanum nigrum, in 4 coiled embryo visible 5; Veronica sp. 
Carbonized fruits and seeds from Hienheim; scale unit 1 mm 1 and 3: Pisum sativum 2; hilum of Pisum sati\ 'um4: 
Lapsana communis 5: Lens culinaris 6: cf Trifolium sp. 7: Polygonum convolvulus 8: Rumex sp. 
Carbonized fruits and seeds from Hienheim; scale unit 1 mm 1 and 2: Bromus secalinus/mollis 3: Bromus 
tectorum/sterilis. 
Carbonized fruits and seeds from Hienheim; scale unit 1 mm 1: Silene cucubalus 2: Chenopodium hybridum 3; 
Sinapis/Brassica sp. 4: Galium spurium 5: Linum usitatissimum 6 and 7: Solanum nigrum, in 7 coiled embryo 
visible. 
Results of the T G analysis of four LBK sherds from Hienheim. 
Results of the DTA analysis of four LBK sherds from Hienheim. 
Complications in the search for " the source" of prehistorie artefacts. 
Macroscopic appearance of four amphibohtic adzes from Hienheim: (a) irregularly banded and a fme polish (H 
1089), (b) a spMntery fracture (H 511), (c) a linearfabric (H 307-3) and (d) an irregular foliadon (H 919). ca 
2.5X. 
Quern fragment (H 613) and refercnce material (Bad Gögging) with light brownish coloured lenses. ca 2.5X. 
Macroscopic appearance of four amphibohtic adzes from Southern Limburg: (a) very fme-grained (E 444), (b) 
a linear fabric (E 116), (c) hnear patches (E 452), (d) strongly layered (E 752) and (e) relatively coarse 
porphyroblastic plagioclase and hornblende (E 388-2). ca 2.5X. 
Characteristic surface texture of a basaltic adze from Southern Limburg (Si 66), possible provenanvc near Bad 
Godesberg. ca 2.5X. 
.'\mphibolite with microcrystalline bluish green hornblende aggregates with bushv outlines (Hienheim 1083). 
40X. 
Amphibolite with relatively coarser blue green hornblende clusters (Hienheim 359). 40X. 
Very fme grained amphibolite with typical "Strahlsteinschiefer" habit (Hienheim 699). 40X. 
Needies of bluish green hornblende penetrating radially in a quartz veinlet of an amphibolite (Hienheim 530). 
50X. 
Porphyroblastic hornblende in amphibohte (Hienheim 1140). 40X. 
Finely layered amphibohte (Hienheim 183-1). 40X. 
Amphibolitization of gabbro along fractures. Thierling, Regensburger Forest. 40X. 
Sheaf-likc clusters of coarse grained hornblende oriented at random in amphibolite from Mount Koseiusko 
(Zobten area), Southwestern Poland. 40X. 
Moderately sorted, sub-angular quartz grains embedded in cryptocrystalline dark matrix with interstitial flow 
structures (quartz arenite, Hienheim 317). 40X. 
Badly sorted quartz arenite (Hienheim 300) with microcrystalline angular quartz particles in the matrix. 
C^rossed nicols. 40X. 
PolycrystaUine quartz grains in quartz arenite derived from Variscan metamorphic rocks (Hienheim 613). 
Crossed nicols. 40X. 
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Diagenetic recrystallization of a quartzite (Hienheim 227); the contours of the originally sub-rounded particles 
are still visible. Lower part crossed nicols. 40X. 
Amphibolite from Elsloo (E 344-1) with traces of brown hornblende, encircled, within blue green hornblende. 
40X. 
Amphibolite with hornblende clusters and sheafs (Elsloo 163). 4UX. 
Relatively coarsely crystallized hornblende and plagioclase porphyroblasts in amphibolite (Elsloo ! 11). 40X. 
Fine-grained randomly oriented bluish green hornblende ncedles and sheafs in amphibolite (Stein 168). 40X. 
Amphibolite with relatively large blue green hornblende porphyroblasts (Stein 48). 40X. 
Layered amphibolite with relatively largc biotite crystals associated with quartz; some biotites are oriented 
perpendicular with respect to the foliation (Elsloo 344-1). 40X. 
Reference amphibolite (Northwestern Spessart) with plagioclase porphyroblast containing inclusions (a.o. 
garnet). Internal orientation (Si) of inclusions is oblique with regard to external foliation (Se). 40X. 
Olivine basalt with phenocrysts of titanomagnetite in variable sizes, olivine and titanaugite (Elsloo 608). 40X. 
Olivine basalt with titanaugite cluster (Elsloo 600-1). 40X. 
Relatively large phenocrysts of olivine and titanaugite in olivine basalt (Stein 135). 40X. 
Olivine basalt with partly and completely altered basaltic hornblende, titanaugite and olivine (Elsloo 239). 
40X. 
Plagioclase basalt with olivine and numerous relative large plagioclase latlis displaying a llow orientation (Elsloo 
366). 40X. 
Basanite, possible origin Western Eifel, with biotite-rimmcd olivine phenocrysts and within the groundmass 
nepheline and equidimensional Icucite with a typical inclusion pattern. (Elsloo 389). 40X. 
Weakly layered dark brown pigmented compact phyllitc, possible origin Horion Hozémont (Elsloo 644). 40X. 
Typical lydite with microcrystalline quartz clusters (Elsloo 75), 40X. 
Darkly pigmented chloritoid-bearing phyllite (Elsloo 492). Chloritoid is encircled. 40X. 
Dark brown arenite with a high matrix content (El.sloo 477). Cros.scd nicols. 40X. 
Muscovite, chlorite and albite hearing quartzitic "greenschist" (Stein LV). Crossed nicols. 40X. 
Fine-grained quartzite with irregular grain-boundaries (Elsloo 685). Crossed nicols. 40X. 
Quartz arenite grinding-stone fragment with limonitic cement (Elsloo 37). Possible source: Maas River terrace. 
40X. 
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The size of the area, which is visited daily irom a settlement: some data from the literature on 
hunters/gatherers and swidden cultivators. 
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phases according to Modderman 1970. 
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